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Recently, theory for the self-sustc:ined 
turbulence has been progressed. By solving the 
interchange-mo1e turbulence by this new method, 
theory of the L-mode transport in helical system 
was given. 1h~ influence of the inhomogeneous 
radial electri~ field was then analysed for the 
tokamaks [lJ. We here app 1 y this forma 1 i :;u to 
toroidal helical plasmas and present the unified 
formula of the anomalous transport coefficient 
for the Land H-like mode in helical systems. 
The reduced set of equations is employed. 
The basic equations consist of the equation of 
motion, generalized Ohm's law, and the ew:·gy 
balance equatiJn. The ExB nonlinear int~rac­
ti on s · are reno r m a 1 i zed i n a form of X, IJ and A. 
The detailed derivation was reported in ~2]. 
The doppler shift of frequency is offset for the 
homogeneous ExB rotation. Only the contribution 
of Er' to d/dt is retained. 
We solve the mode structure in the vicinity 
of the mode rational surface, rs· The murinal 
stability condition is obtained by sett ;_1g 1=0. 
The parameter :llEl' which denotes the rad ia 1 
electric field shear, wEl = rAp(mdEr/df) (rB)-1, 
is introduced. This etgen equation determines 
the relation between the anomalous transport 
coefficients fl l, ~} and the plasma 
inhomogeneity{~'. Er'}. 
By the perturbation method, the anomalous 
transport coefficient in the presence of t1e 
inhomogeneous E is obtained as 
r 
and 
o ao 312x i - . 0 
L - is2 
(We use the n~rmalization r/a .. r, t/z-Ap .. t tz-A/"> 
~~ A.rAp;~0a ~~ rAp=a(~Omini/BP, and s= 
r(dq/dr)/q, o0 = Q' (1 /2£2.) The form of :t~, is 
the a noma 1 ous transport obtai ned for the L--mode 
plasma. The coefficient l/i is given by 62;a2 
where 6 is the collisionless skin depth. This 
result quantifies the effect of E' on the r 
thermal conductivity, unifying the L- and H-mode 
plasmas. It is emphasized that the coefficients 
are given explicitly in terms of the equilibrium 
quantities. (See ref. [2] for explicit .. :)rr~ula.) 
This is because the self-sustained turbt.tGnce 1s 
solved by our theoretical formalism. The 
suppression of the anomalous transport and 
fluctuation level is prominent when 
wE1 -v liT(). 
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